
 
    

HAZARD TREES
 
SAP ROT – RISK TO SAWYERS
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There and many risk to felling hazard trees.  Sap rot presents a unique challenge to felling a tree safely.  The following slides demonstrate the problems associated with sap rot and reinforceS the need for effective size up prior to a decision to fell a hazard tree.    



   Sap Rot Indicators 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sap rot is not tree disease, it is part of the natural decomposition process after the tree dies.   Feeding holes are one indicator
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Presentation Notes
Sap rot conks are another indicator
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How Extensive ? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depth and extent need to be evaluated to determine if tree can be safely fell.



Depth of  sap rot 20 feet  
from  top of tree  

Depth of  sap rot   
at base of tree  

Example of sap rot  at base  of  Douglas  Fir and how it  is generally consistent  the  
full length of  the tree.  Sap rot  can greatly  reduces  the solid wood as  it moves  up 
the stem  creating dangerous instability  towards the top.   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the greatest dangers of sap rot is that there is usually the same amount from the stump to the top and that the amount of good wood greatly decreases as you go up the tree. This shot demonstrates that, the piece on top is 20' from the top and you can see that the depth of rot is fairly consistent the full length of the tree.



What can you expect ?
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Weak and unstable tops, in areas with extensive mortality and multiple standing snags setting up no work zones may be the best solution. 



  Top Broke Off! 
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